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The differential decay rates of p, —eely for the most general local interaction are pre-
sented. It is shown that recently published data on p, —ey imply an upper limit on the
branching ratio for p, —eely of 5X10 with 90'fp confidence. This is almost two orders of
magnitude better than the existing experimental limit. Gauge models which allow a larger
rate for p, —eely than for r(J, —ey are discussed.

Recently there has been a resurgence ot theoretical interest and experimental activity' ' in the t'ie]d

of rare muon-decay modes. Studies have shown that gauge models of weak interactions do not in gen-
eral conserve fermion flavors such as muon and electron number. It has been suggested that process-
es such as JU. -ey, p. -eyy, p.—3e, or p, +nucleus- e +nucleus may take place at a rate near existing up-
per limits. The relative rates of different muon-number-nonconserving effects depend on the details
of the various possible models. For example, in models where the p.- e transition proceeds v'ia mix-
ings of charged heavy leptons, it is possible that the decay p,- eyy is less suppressed than p -ey. It is
therefore useful to establish an upper limit for p; eyy even if it is somewhat less stringent than that
for p, -ey. In this no(e we show that the data published by Depommier etal. ' and Povel et a$. , which
considerably improved the upper limit for p. -ey, can provide a new upper limit for the decay p, -eyy.

Since modern theories of muon-number nonconservation typically involve intermediate particles with
masses much larger than that of the muon, the amplitude may be described by a local effective La-
grangian density

m'2, &&= P, (as + bsy, )(„F F" + g, (a~+b~y, )g~
F"SF"8

+m 'g, (ar+bry, )y'P„& F +m 'g, (a„+b„y,)y („F s F~, (1)

where all the fields are evaluated at the same space-time point and m is the muon mass. F 8 is the
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electromagnetic field tensor with its dual I" = 2&' &~I'&~. The coupling constants, a; and b, , are di-
mensionless and energy independent. This local I agrangian is an approximation to the true p.- eyy in-
teraction up to small correction terms which are of the order of m/M;, with M, being the masses of
the intermediate heavy particle. It is not difficult to see that because of the symmetry properties of
indices the tensor interactions vanish:

g,a" $„[a(EE)"8+a'(EI)"] =0.

Thus Eq. (1) corresponds to the most general local interaction. Dreitlein and Primakoff have already
discussed the case in which a~ and a~ are nonzero.

A straightforward calculation then yields a differential decay distribution:

'6 E,E i E2 (1 —cos9), (2)

Ej 2 are the photon energies; 8, = ~ —E, —E„ the electron energy; and the angle between the photons
is given by cos9 = (E,'-E,'-E,')/2E,E,. G is given in terms of the effective couplings in Eq. (1) as

G(a;, b;) = (4a~ +a~)'+ (4b~ —b~)'+ (4az+2a„)'+ (4b~ —2b„)'.

Equations (2) and (3) immediately allow us to set bounds on parameters in any model which permits p,- eyy via an effective local interaction.
Clearly any model which permits p, -ey will also permit p, eyy, if nothing else, as bremsstrahlung

from external muon and electron lines. In general one would expect p, —eyy to be suppressed further by
a factor of (o/m ) How-.ever, there are gauge models which, contrary to this expectation, can yield a
larger rate for p.-eyy than for p. -ey. In particular this is the case for all gauge theories in which the
p.-e transition is GIM (Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani) suppressed and the mediating heavy leptons are
charged Asim. pie example in this class of models is the SU(2)13U(1) theory of Wilczek and Zee, '
which we shall present to illustrate our point:

with

c0sSl 1 + sin Oh „h„=—s in 0h 1 + c0s%2 ~

The h» are two doubly charged heavy leptons with masses ~». This model predicts the p, -ey and
p, —eyy amplitudes respectively to be

T„,& eG~m c-os8 sin8(m, '/M~' —m, '/M~')[$, (1+y,)o ~g&]k e~,

(4)

(5)

T„,zy
™eG, cos8 sin8[f (~,'/k, k, ) f (m, /k, —k, )] [(,(1+y,)y ~g„][(k, k, )e ~'~(k, k,)—

+k ~""'k 'k '-k '~"'"k "k ']e &e1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2

where k„~; are photon momenta and polariza-
tions. The amplitude in Eq. (6) just corresponds
to the a„,b„ local interactions in Eq. (1). The
f(Ã;) in Eq. (6) are rather complicated functions
and they can be evaluated numerically. ' The im-
portant feature is that, for certain range of val-
ues of &; =-m /k, ~ k„ they can be of the order of
unity. In other words the Glashow-Iliopoulos-
Maiani suppression' for p, -eyy may be much less
severe than the factor I'/M~' which applies to p,

-ey in Eq. (5). Consequently, there is the possi-
bility that I"(p,- eyy)/I'(p, —ey) is comparable to

(n/m)M~ (~,'-I, ') . Namely, p, -eyy may be
the more favorable decay process in this model.
This is reminiscent of the situation in strange-
ness-changing neutral-current processes' with
I"(F~-yy)» I"(E~ - p.'p. ), even though simple
counting of coupling constants would lead one to
conclude that they should be of comparable mag-
nitudes.

Other terms in Eq. (1) can also be realized in
modern theories of weak interactions. For ex-
ample the "scalar" and "pseudoscalar" interac-
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tions (a~, a~, b, , b~) will be nonzero in models (e.
g. , that of Bjorken and Weinberg') where the p, -e
transition is mediated by Higgs bosons (with

, »m as is expected).
The experiments" which searched for p.- ey

were also sensitive to the p,-eely decay. Each
employed two large sodium iodide crystal spec-
trometers which viewed a stopping p, target at
180'. Both experiments accepted events in which
a neutral particle deposited energy in one crys-
tal and a charged particle in the other. A photon
accompanying either the charged or neutral part-
ner would simply increase the energy detected
without being distinguished. According to the an-
gular distribution in Eq. (2), events where the
second photon accompanies the electron are much
more probable than those in which the two pho-
tons enter a single crystal.

We have made a Monte Carlo calculation of the
acceptance of the two apparatus for p, -eye events.
Dimensions were scaled from the diagrams given
in Refs. 2 and 3. The quoted energy resolution
was used. We reproduced the quoted p, -ey geo-
metrical acceptances of 3.8% for Depommier et
al. and 1.2%%uo for Povel et al. to within 10%%uo. Fig-
ure 1 shows a scatter plot of the energy deposit-
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I IG. 1. Hypothetical two-dimensional energy spec-

trum in the apparatus of Ref. 2 expected for 6& 10~

p--- eely decays according to Eq. (2). &hose events in

v::hich all three particles are detected cluster around
"3 MeV in each detector. The broad continuum contains

", ,hose events in which an electron and one photon are
detected, The contribution of this continuum to the re-
gion where we searched for p, eely (see text) is less
than 0.1~/c, . Multiplying the number in the scatter plot
by 17 gives the approximate number of counts in the
bin.

ed in each detector for 6x 10' pseudorandom p,

—eely events in the experiment of Depommier et
nl. There is a distinct peak at the same position
as the p,- ey peak would appear. This peak re-
sults from the absorption of all three particles
in the two crystals. The energy sharing is equal
because the detector geometry constrains the
three particles to be nearly collinear. The con-
tinuum results from events where one photon es-
capes detection. We calculated the ratio, q, of
p, -eyy events to p, -ey falling into the acceptance
regions defined by E, &

~

52. 8 MeV —o, ~
and E

T

&~52.8 MeV —o~~ where E, (o,) and Ez (oz) are
the energy (resolution) of the electron and photon
side, respectively. We found that g was 0.072
for Depommier etal. and 0.018 for Povel etal.
The value of q for Depommier etal. was larger
than for Povel et al. because the solid angles sub-
tended by the crystals were larger. While q de-
pends sensitively on the solid angle, it is insen-
sitive to other details of the experiment such as
spot size and energy cuts. Dividing the measured
upper limit of 3.6&10 ' and 1.1x10 'by q, we
obtain the new upper limit for p.- eyy as 5.0X 10 '
and 6.1& 10 ' for Depommier etal. and Povel et
a/. , respectively. This result is to be compared
with the existing limits of 1.6X 10 set by Fran-
kel et al. ' and 4& 10 ' by Poutissou et al. ' From
this new limit on the p.—eely branching ratio we
derive a limit on the constant G(a, , b;) by inte-
grating Eq. (2) and dividing by the expression for
the decay rate" of p,'-e'v„v, and obtain

G(a, , b, ) &4x10 'G~'m,

or

G(a;, b;) &7x10 ",
where GF is the Fermi constant.

We have only made a brief study for situations
that do not correspond to local interactions of Eq.
(1)." One possibility is that one of the photons is
a soft emission off the external lines. The "hard"
photon has an energy of -52.8 MeV/c. It is not
difficult to deduce a limit of -1& 10 from the ex-
periments of Refs. 2 and 3. However, as already
discussed, one would a priori expect for such a
process that the branching ratio is less than (n/
w)R(p. -eye) or - lx10 ". We have also looked
into the possibility that p. -eely is mediated by an
extremely light scalar boson. " Again, the col-
linearity of the decay products leads us to deduce
a limit of -1&&10 '. Thus in the two nonlocal
models which we have considered the derived p.

-eyybranching-ratio limit is more stringent than
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for a local interaction. However, we believe that
the useful limits are those based on the local in-
ter actions.
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periment at SPEAR I.'
The single-arm magnetic spectrometer used in

this experiment was similar to that used in our
earlier experiment. " It was situated at (90 + 13)'
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We report on inclusive hadron production in e+e annihilation at (s) =58 GeV2, using a
small solid-angle magnetic spectrometer with good particle identification at 90 to the
beams at SPEAR II. The cross sections of sr~ and A~ when compared with data at s=28
Gevt exhibit scaling in (s/P)do/dx with x=2E/s~/. The invariant cross section depends
on the momentum as p 4.

%e have measured the inclusive hadronic cross
section with a small solid-angle spectrometer at
the highest SPEAR II energies between s =49 and
58 GeV'. This was an extension of a previous ex-
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